Reading list for all IBEC students

SOME INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE-RELATED LITERATURE SOURCES
This is not intended to be a comprehensive list of all IB-related literature sources. Other sources undoubtedly exist and may also be useful to those engaged in academic writing. The following list is a mixture of peer-reviewed papers and research, supplemented by presentations and positional papers. You are encouraged to focus your reading and subsequent citations on the peer-reviewed journal articles e.g. Journal of Research in International Education.

Importantly, when undertaking your IBEC reading please make use of the IB's own research repository at:
http://www.ibo.org/research/
http://www.ibo.org/research/research-resources/
and the international education research database at:
https://ibdocs.ibo.org/research/

Section 1 includes academic papers sources, official IB sources, recent books about the IB and University of Bath research reports. In Section 2 the literature is arranged under the following general themes: history, development, philosophy and controversies. This is followed by literature grouped by programme, that is, IBDP, IBMYP and IBPYP. The reading list ends with dissertations by former students.

SECTION 1
Academic papers sources
**International Education Research Database maintained by the IB: available via https://ibdocs.ibo.org/research/**
Journal of Research in International Education available at: http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journals/Journal201574

Official IB sources
IB Conference Presentations (a series of Power Point Presentations). Available at:
http://www.ibo.org/digital-toolkit/presentations/
IB Videos. Available at:
http://www.ibo.org/digital-toolkit/videos/
Speaches by Monique Seefried. Available at:
The IB: A Historical Perspective (an official IBO history). Available at;
What is an IB Education? (an official IBO statement of philosophy). Available at:
Education for a Better World (an official IBO statement of mission). Available at:
The IB Teaching Style (an official IBO statement about teaching each programme). Available at;
http://www.ibo.org/benefits/the-ib-teaching-style/

Recent books about the IB
America and the IB (book)
http://www.johncattbookshop.com/books/international-education/america-and-the-international-baccalaureate
Global Education under Attack: IB in America (book)
https://www.peterlang.com/view/product/17769
Exploring Issues of Continuity (book)
http://www.johncattbookshop.com/books/international-education/exploring-issues-of-continuity
Taking the DP Forward (book)
Taking the MYP Forward (book)
Taking the PYP Forward (book)
Glimpses of Utopia (book)
http://www.johncattbookshop.com/books/international-education/glimpses-of-utopia-by-george-walker
To Educate the Nations (book)
http://www.johncattbookshop.com/books/international-education/to-educate-the-nations-br-by-george-walker
The IB: Pioneering in Education (a comprehensive history of the IB) book)
**Department of Education Research Reports**


**SECTION 2**

**Published Books, Articles, Research and Presentations**

**General: History**


**General: Development**

Beard, J. (2006) 'Where the IB is heading…' Presentation by IBO Director General  
Jeffrey Beard, IB Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, 6–9 October 2006.


General: Philosophy


General: Controversies


IBDP


**MYP**


**PYP**


**University of Bath Dissertations and Theses**

[Listings of University of Bath MA dissertations may be viewed via the following link: [http://www.bath.ac.uk/library/dissertations/](http://www.bath.ac.uk/library/dissertations/) (see especially MA in Education, MA Education (International Education), MA in Education (Learning and Teaching). There are a number of dissertations available online, others are available in hard copy only, please note that the library only keeps copies of the dissertations for five years from publication)]
Baynes, Andrew, 2015 An analysis of self-assessment of readiness amongst students embarking upon the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme. Experiences from an English selective independent school.

Grace, Sarah, 2017 An Analysis Of Issues Relating To Sustainable Implementation Of The Primary Years Programme: A Case Study Of Three Schools Making The PYP Happen

Neises, Brian Jackson, 2013 IMPACTS OF INTEGRATION AND COLLECTION CODES ON THE COMMONALITY OF PEDAGOGY AND ASSESSMENT PRACTICES ACROSS THE THREE PROGRAMMES OF AN IB WORLD SCHOOL


Vandermeulen, Andrew, 2017 Perceptions of Teacher Appraisal Amidst the Middle Years Programme